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Motivation
• Facilitate locating researchers with the 
expertise demanded by companies, 
institutions,...
• Information to respond to such demands, 
scattered among: 
• Institutional CRIS1
• DSPace publications repository
• Researchers' ORCID pages
• ...
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1Current Research Information System
Approach
• Streamline experts identification by 
combining all information sources
• Use semantic web technologies to integrate:
• CERIF XML dump of CRIS data 
• Keywords associated with the papers in the UdL
DSpace publications repository
• ... 
• Semantic integration using the VIVO ontology
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@prefix vivo: <http://vivoweb.org/ontology/core#> .
@prefix vcard: <http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#> .
@prefix obo: <http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/> .
@prefix individual: 
<https://experts.udl.cat/individual/> .
individual:UDL-06000001 a vivo:FacultyMember ; 
obo:ARG_2000028 individual:UDL-06000001-contact .
individual:UDL-06000001-contact a vcard:Individual ;
vcard:hasName individual:UDL-06000001-name .
individual:UDL-06000001-name a vcard:Name ;
vcard:familyName "GARCÍA GONZÁLEZ" ;
vcard:givenName "ROBERTO" .
...
Guidelines for CERIF-XML Data Exchange with CSUC’s 
Catalan Research Portal (PRC) (Version 2.4)
https://recercat.cat/bitstream/handle/2072/266530/prcguidelines-v2.4.pdf




































• Loaded into VIVO and used as the institutional 
experts' guide
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Results
Results
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• Multilingual version using VIVO 1.12
• Consolidate researchers “expertise areas” from keywords 
associated with researchers (ORCID, their papers,...)
• Photos?
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Future Work
• Automate keywords consolidation
• Match them to DBpedia and Wikidata concepts 
• Enrich them with translations to different 
languages
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Thanks for your attention
Questions?
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